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Make your own custom-tailored and perfectly shaped cold-process soaps! This encouraging intro
to the art of soapmaking makes it easy to master the methods you have to safely and very easily
produce your personal enticingly fragrant soaps. Discover ways to make use of milk jugs and
yogurt containers for molds, and how coffee, avocado, and also beer can add unique
measurements to your creations.
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Love! I implemented it to the T, when I started searching online for help.. Okay, We was incredibly
psyched to get this book, and when We received it, you couldn't tear me from it all night. I browse
the entire issue, making notes all over it for actual software. The only other soap book I had
browse up to that stage was Basic Soap Making, which is really useful, but I was prepared to up
my video game. The beautiful and spectacular directives in this reserve really turned on my inner
creativeness, and I was prepared to get to business. While I want to make my soap look pretty, I
do not want to make use of any artificial colorants or oils, which she uses EXTENSIVELY.
Nothing worked.com), We didn't have any longer issues. With that said this book is an excellent
one for someone who knows the ins and outs of soap making. Both of them had the exact same
problem, and I will try my best to walk you through the problem.Firstly, I just used the EXACT
ingredients listed simply by the author, who incidentally owns Brambleberry, which she
guiltlessly plugs every chance she gets. The fragrance natural oils and specialty ingredients it is
possible to only reach Brambleberry. The delivery time is unbelievably long, therefore expect to
wait around at least weekly before you can do the dishes you have preserved up with those
specialty substances. I waited a week and a half for just one fragrance oil, that was supposedly
in share, however they didn't ship until 5 days after my order placed. I attempted adding the FO
before the Lye. It's a basic swirl made by pouring, and I've had enough soap success to find I
could do this one easily. Nevertheless, I failed as of this recipe SIX situations.. Then I emailed
Anne-Marie herself at Brambleberry.In general, I feel that this book is an excellent addition to my
soap-making library, but definitely not the definitive book on soap making. As soon as I added
the fragrance oil, the soap seized. I tried each and every single trick in the reserve to avoid this. I
ensured both the oils and lye alternative were the very same temp of 115 degrees.I decided to
start with the pumpkin recipe because it was one of the easier color methods. I tried whisking
boiling water as I added the FO.I instantly tried two different recipes from this book. Insufficient
info/recipes on healing/natural ingredients.Ultimately, I emailed Brambleberry, explaining I was
using a recipe from their publication with the exact ingredients in the exact method that they had
recommended and my recipe wasn't functioning at all. Unfortunately, the individual that
responded just repeated that I try the techniques I currently told them I acquired tried. When I
responded that probably they should actually browse my email and try once again, they
suggested I use a different FO, even though it was THEIR FO that the recipe needed.4. It had
been mentioned a few times, and detailed in the resources in the back (among several others),
but wasn't constantly pushed like some would do. I came across this section extremely useful.
Couldn't the publisher look for a printer in the US? What do I really do if I don't desire to or can't
purchase her products? In the recipe I was having trouble with, the palm essential oil had been
used at 31%. After I modified the recipe in line with the guidelines and used a completely
different FO (from another company - wholesalesuppliesplus. The 1st was the "pumpkin swirl"
recipe. I love having a physical copy that won't reply on an Internet connection but if you are not
like me, might make an effort to start there first. To use the beautiful color patterns listed in the
publication, you must have the longest trace feasible to give you time to work. The issue was the
same atlanta divorce attorneys batch. Me parece que sera un buen libro me gustó mucho. Good
beginning Could have been better.That is a beautifully illustrated book that delivers very good
step-by-step directions. For instance, a recipe calls for 1 oz of Wasabi fragrance essential oil.
Anne-Marie has some great swirling techniques and demos.My issues with this book are:1.
Product placement - she plugs in her fragrance natural oils (she is who owns Bramble Berry), her
equipment, and so forth. Great for beginners and people interested in making their soap appear
pretty. For instance, not using more after that 25% palm essential oil in any recipe. Linked to my



previous point, not enough info on her recipes - as the ratios and natural oils change, I've no idea
why. There really isn't a basic beginning soap recipe. A lot of her tutorials can be found on Soap
Queen Television. Basically, the recipes certainly are a great starting point, nevertheless, you
might check the percentages and double-check the recommended FO to ensure it doesn't
accelerate trace.3. I also joined an online discussion board and tried all their suggestions.
However, the actual application of the techniques are not as seamless as you would expect.
Thankfully her new upcoming publication (release in January-Feb 2016) will become addressing
this concern and supposedly will contain all natural ingredients. Sigh. A substitute suggestion
would be great. Is this soap more lasting than the one described earlier? Is it more cleansing?
Which recipe should I use for oily epidermis? Or for dry? Great resource and gorgeous soaps! I
have been wanting to try making my own soap for a long time, and on a whim, I ordered this
book. So pleased to say that it had been a whim that paid! Hacer jabones. I produced my first
soap based on a recipe in this publication (simply using different shades and smell) and you may
see the results in the image above.A bonus - even though this book was written by somebody
with a business site that sells soap making supplies, never was it pushed.Also, probably the
most useful section of the whole reserve, aside from color techniques, can be an in-depth
consider the properties of the oils found in soap making. Because of that - I simply placed my
first purchase from the website yesterday :)I recommend this soap for newbies to cold procedure
soap making, and I think even intermediate CP soap manufacturers might find something useful.
The photographs are amazing and she does consider you pretty much step by step through the
whole procedure but as I stated, you would need to have (in my opinion) a nodding acquaintance
with some of the terms, etc. The quality recipes in this reserve also demand things that aren't I
would say, easily available if you don't live near a health food store. Most of the colorants utilized
will have to be purchased from a organization.2. Then I tried the coffee soap recipe. If someone
wants to jump correct in, order the things it calls for and make beautiful soaps this is actually the
book. Not for beginners This is a fantastic book but I wouldn't say it had been for beginners.
What is nice, as well, is that she is on-line on YouTube and has her own company which sells the
products called for. You will get an individual response from the company if you contact them
about their products so that is good, as well. The directions are clear and simple, there are
multiple photos for each "recipe", and lots of information is given about several oils, etc. A good
guideline for techniques, however, not perfection in recipes. Printer of Book We am wondering
why this reserve was printed in China? However, I pointed out that in a number of recipes, Anne-
Marie broke her very own rules for utilizing the oils. Satisfied Customer Arrived on time so when
stated.Good theoretically. Love this publication! Great information and beautiful pictures! I have
made several quality recipes out of the book and they proved beautifully! Thanks! As expected
and glad it was available. Step by step directions The book is excellent it explains alot and
provides good recipes to fallow im new at soap making which book is definately gonna help Five
Stars LOVE this book! Therefore much info all in 1 place? Five Stars Nice book. Clear to see.
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